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Background in psychoacoustics

Timbre, the colour or quality of a sound, is differentiated from pitch and loudness. The results of
psychoacoustic studies (similarity ratings, multidimensional scaling) have limited practical
usefulness. Relatively little research has addressed the large vocabulary of words and phrases used
by musicians to describe instrumental and vocal timbre (Bellemare & Traube, 2006; Garnier et al.,
2007). Prem and Parncutt (2007; 2008) listed 250 timbre descriptors used by six professional
female jazz vocalists during lessons and when describing recordings.

Background in jazz research

Sound is a holistic term that includes timbre, timing, articulation, musical style, and musical context
or accompaniment. Research on jazz sound highlights its central importance for the performance
and character of jazz. It is difficult to describe sound directly so we often use metaphors. Jazz
singers have a large and colourful vocabulary of words to describe sound, including e.g. Mickey
Mouse, sexy, laid back, nasty, focused, and open. There is no clear boundary between timbre and
other musical parameters in this vocabulary. Sound in jazz singing also depends on corporality - the
human body and the physical environment (Prem and Parncutt, 2008). Jazz singers and teachers use
their vocabulary intuitively to achieve interpretive goals; they seem to be unaware of its artistic
importance and extent (Prem and Parncutt, 2007). In both jazz and classical singing the vocabulary
refers to perceptible acoustic characteristics, mechanisms of sound production, and the singer’s
identity and emotional state (Garnier et al., 2007).

Aims

We are creating a knowledgebase of timbre and sound descriptors for both academic and practical
purposes. We are focusing on musicians’ perceptions and verbal descriptions of sound, and aim to
clarify them from acoustical, physiological and cultural perspectives. By generating tag clouds we
are able to rate the similarity of timbre descriptors or listening examples and to represent the
vocabulary in a multidimensional space.

Main contribution

Method
We are asking 20 professional male and female jazz singers to describe the sound of jazz
voices in their own CD collections. We are modelling interview transcriptions and 200 collected
musical excerpts (15 seconds each) using a standardised representation format (TEI). The timbre
knowledgebase will enable searches for timbre descriptors and musical examples as well as
multidimensional scaling of different similarity measures of timbre descriptors in tag clouds.
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Results
When describing listening examples artists use a much more imaginative vocabulary then
teachers. Conversely teachers use a small selection of technical terms (e.g. from Speech Level
Singing, Riggs 1992). This difference in personality correlates with the two biggest categories in the
vocabulary: emotionality and corporality. The most important emotions jazz singers want to
communicate are sadness, longing and erotic. Corporal descriptors such as open, warm, forward
and relaxed address ideals in jazz singing. An ideal sound is commonly described as natural,
spoken and individual. The listening examples mostly represented the role models of a jazz singers,
e.g. Ella Fitzgerald and Nat King Cole. Accordingly individuality seems to be desirable but our
results show that it is not taught in lessons.

Conclusions
The vocabulary is subdivided in common technical terms and individual associations. The
subdivision of the participants in jazz singers that are mainly artists and jazz singing teachers is
reflected in the two main categories of the vocabulary: emotionality/imaginativeness and
corporality/technical terms. The participants agree on the definition of an ideal jazz singer in terms
of preferring the same music and using related timbre descriptors.

Implications
The correlation between status (artist/pedagogue) and vocabulary divides jazzsingers in two groups
according to personality. That raises the question of wether being an artist/pedagogue influences the
personality or vice versa. The high agreement on the ideals of a jazzsinger, according to the
descriptions and the favourite music of the participants represents a standardised ideal of a
jazzsinger. Individuality in this context becomes a paradox.
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